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Message from the Headteacher

Dear Parents/Carers,
What a term this has been! I would like to start by
thanking all of you for your commitment and support
to High Cliff during this tricky time. It is during times
like these where you really see the power of a
community and I can honestly say that all staff have
been so proud and impressed by the way that
children and families have managed the many
adaptations we have had to make.
It has been great to see how brilliantly the children
have settled to learning after two closures and the
personal commitment they have to their learning.
I hope you have a peaceful Christmas and let’s hope
we have a less disruptive 2021!

If you have any outstanding money owed, please
can you ensure the balance is paid in full by Friday
18th December. Please ensure that school dinners
and nursery fees are paid for in advance.
If you haven’t already downloaded the free
ParentMail app on your phone this is a great way of
accessing ParentMail on the go.
It is the quickest way to get updates from the school
as notifications get sent directly to your phone.
Contact the school office if you require any
assistance.

Yours sincerely,

Christmas Jumper Day

Abby Kilgarriff

Christmas jumper day in aid of Save the Children was
a huge success. All the children looked brilliant in
their festive jumpers. Thank you to all parents and
carers for all your kind and generous donations. The
total raised was £148.36!

High Cliff Parent Notice Board
Remember to take a minute to check out what’s in
the schools notice board which gets regularly
updated with school information, local community
events and communication form our PTA.

Early Risers Club
HCA on Twitter
Keep an eye on the
school’s Twitter feed that
has lots of wonderful
insights on the children’s
learning!

PM Session:

Early Risers club has been successfully up and running since
September, and as previously communicated, moving
forward from 4th January 2021 J&C Coaching will be taking
all bookings and payments direct. This will no longer be
done through High Cliff. Bookings will need to be made via
the J&C website.

PM Session:

Please keep
an eye on the
school’s
website for a
new Mid-Day
Meal
supervisor
role within
the school.
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Correct parent/carer Contact Details

1pm-3.15pm

Please contact the school office if there has
been a change to your personal contact details
i.e. telephone numbers, home address or email
address. Thank you for your cooperation.

Back to school
We return to school after the Christmas break on
Monday 4th January.

School Christmas Lunch
On Wednesday 18th December the children enjoyed
their school Christmas lunch.
A massive thank you to our dinner ladies who served
up all the delicious food and put a smile on the
children faces.

Road Safety
It is crucial that every child’s safety is paramount when
waiting to enter the school gates each morning.
The road that approaches the school access gates by
vehicles must be kept clear and children need to remain
safely on the pavement with their parent/carer.
We would like to kindly remind you that if you are driving
to drop off or pick up a child from school we ask that you
park in accordance with the Highway Code (no parking on
double yellow lines and parking on pavements) and are
considerate of other road users as well as ensuring the
safety of pedestrians.
The school gates must be kept free from any obstruction
at all times.
We hope that you will help us in ensuring the safety of
pedestrians and road users.

Thank you for your cooperation.
Reindeer Run
The children raised an impressive £1247.00 for Chestnut
tree house.
They all enjoyed taking part in this year’s Reindeer run
with their noses and antlers! The children also learnt
about all the valuable work the charity undertakes via a
virtual assembly.
Thank you for all the kind donations.

Pick up and drop off times and face coverings
As a gentle reminder following Pubic Health guidelines please can all parents, carers and visitors to the school
continue to wear a face covering. Please remember that only one family member is to pick up and drop off
and ensure that this happens in your child's allocated time.
Thank you for supporting us with our measures.
We look forward to welcoming you back.
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Turtle News
Turtles have had a brilliant autumn term, they have learnt lots and also made some lovely friendships. All
the children have exceeded expectations within class, school and on google classroom and I am
extremely proud of them.
This term our focus was now and then, which relates to new and old toys. In literacy we read books
about toys we compared them to our toys now and also explored how toys work. Turtles were lucky
enough to bring out favourite toys into school for show and tell.
In maths we looked at capacity in weight, length and size and conservation.
Phonics we learnt how to clap syllables in words and first sounds we can hear in words.
Here are just a few of our photos of turtles exploring within the environment/provision and also our
wider curriculum lessons.
Literacy

Maths

Wider Curriculum

Provision
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Penguin News

–
–
–
– Friday
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Dolphin News
Year 1 Context: Icey Adventures
The Year 1 context this half term has been ‘Icey Adventures’. We have absolutely loved this context
which has involved looking at cold places such as Antarctica. Although it has been a very strange
term which included some home learning – I am so proud of everyone in Dolphin class. The progress
they have made has been amazing! I hope you all have a lovely and safe Christmas break and see
you all in the New Year!
In Writing this half term we have been reading ‘Lost and Found’, ‘Antarctica’ and ‘The Emperor’s
Egg’. We have enjoyed looking at a mixture of fiction and non-fiction books that have helped us
really explore Antarctica. We used our imagination and the facts we had learnt to help us to write a
letter as if we were in Antarctica. We have been focussing on using finger spaces, capital letters and
full stops correctly.
In Maths this half term we have been exploring numbers to 20. Just like in the first term, we have
been using lots of resources to help us with our maths and we have been using full sentences to
explain our reasoning when answering questions. We have been looking at addition, subtraction,
doubling, halving and partitioning.
Wider Curriculum: In Science, we have grouped animals into mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish,
insects and birds. We then further grouped these animals into carnivores, herbivores and omnivores.
Then finally discussed which animals were nocturnal.
In Art we have been looking at cool and warm colours and creating some amazing art pieces! In
Geography we have looked at the different extreme weathers from blizzards in Antarctica to
Tornadoes in America!
In Phonics, we have learnt the different ways you can spell the sounds ay (ai, a-e, a, ea, ay) ee (ee, ea, e, y)
and oe (o-e, o, oa, ow). We have also looked at the different sounds for the ea spelling – ea in ‘bread’ ea in
‘sea’ and ea in ‘break’.

1: Antarctica Art
2: Fireplace Reading
3: Bog Babies
4: When we pretended we were in
the South Pole!
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Starfish News
Firstly, I would like to begin by saying a massive thank you for supporting the children to adapt to the unexpected changes this
term. Myself and Ms Johnston are incredibly proud of the children for adapting so well to home learning and having a positive
transition back to school. Starfish Class had an outstanding attendance and attitude to online learning throughout.
We have been very busy since coming back to school for the final few weeks of term. I would like to share some of this fun with
you! In R.E, we have been learning about the Christmas Story and the meaning of ‘giving’ at Christmas. The children have had the
opportunity to handle Frankincense and Myrrh. They used their touch, smell and sight senses to describe the gifts of the Three
Wise Men.

Other festive celebrations have included Christmas Jumper Day, a visit from Santa and Rudolph and raising money for the
Chestnut Treehouse by completing the Reindeer Run. Starfish Class made the speediest Reindeers and as you can imagine, you
would definitely hear them coming if they were delivering your presents!

Important reminders:
 Homework is set every Friday. It must be completed in Home Learning Books and returned to the classroom by the
following Tuesday. A date will always be explicitly stated on the set task.
 Phonic Books and Browsing Books are sent home on Fridays alongside homework. These will be collected and
exchanged for new books on the following Friday. There are a variety of Browsing Books that will be sent home
throughout the year as it is crucial to expose the children to a plethora of texts. Please enjoy these with your children by
reading them together. Your child will be able to read the Phonic Books more independently as they are sounds we
would have covered in our Phonic lessons. Any reading must be noted in your child’s Reading Record.
 Year 2’s P.E day is every Friday afternoon. P.E kits must be labelled and in line with the High Cliff Academy School
Uniform Policy.
 Every child must bring a labelled book bag, water bottle and school jumper and/or cardigan every day. Lunch boxes and
any other items of clothing must also be labelled clearly.
Once again, thank you for your continued support. For now, I wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a well-deserved rest. I look
forward to seeing you all in the New Year! Best Wishes, Miss Bowman
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Stingray News
In writing we have looked at a variety of texts with a
science focus on rocks, soils and fossils as well as the
prehistoric Stone Age. Our main text this term was
‘Stig of the Dump’ by Clive King where we tried to
imagine how strange it would be for a Stone Age boy
to travel to our time. We then looked at ‘Stone Age
boy’, a picture book, by Satoshi Kitamura where a
modern boy finds himself in the Stone Age. We
looked at how the pictures tell us more about the
story than the text on its own. We liked learning how
to use speech marks and learning about how life for
people in the Stone Age differs to life today.

Year 3 have had an amazing half
term learning all about the Stone
Age!

In maths we have focused on column addition and subtraction where we confidently learnt
how to use the column method to calculate up to 3-digit numbers. We have also been
looking at using these skills to work within budgets with money and to measure in different
units.
In our curriculum lessons we have focused on developing a wide
understanding of people in all three of the Stone Ages. We have
learnt when history began to be recorded and how we are able
to learn about life before this point by examining evidence and
artefacts. We made a giant timeline to help us understand this
point in history. We also investigated how rocks and fossils are
made by making our very own chocolate rocks and creating our
own fossils.
In music with Mrs Farey we learnt how to make music with our bodies by using percussion
and our voices. We have just started to learn to play recorder which we are very excited
about!
Our context next term will be ‘Let there be light!’ – a science-based context where we will
learn about the different types of light sources, how light is split into different colours and
how light travels.
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Orca News
Our context this term has been Good Vibrations in which we have been focusing on sound.
We have been reading two fantastic key texts this term, our first text was The Dam by David
Almond which is a picture book with the theme of music and the effect it can have on our
thoughts and memories. We enjoyed asking questions about the text and summarising it as
well as generating our own wonderful descriptions using our senses. We used these
descriptions to write our own descriptive narratives, which I very much enjoyed reading! In
reading we enjoyed discovering the imagery which is produced
through successful description. Our second text was the
beautifully illustrated The Sleeper and The Spindle by Neil
Gaiman which is a reimagined version of the fairy tale Sleeping
Beauty. We also looked at the text during our reading lessons
to help us to get a deeper understanding, using drama to bring the characters to life.
While working with this text, we looked at the structure of fairy tales including some
other well-known stories in our lessons and used drama to practice adding
alternative endings. We used our drama to aid us in planning our own alternative fairy tale which has been the basis
for our last final destination of the term.
In our maths lessons we have been learning how to formally add and subtract numbers with up to four digits using
our previous learning of place value. We have been practicing using our place value counters to show both addition
and subtraction which we have then been able to formally record in our books. Orca class have been marvellous
mathematicians this term and it has been wonderful to see their learning develop.
Science has been focused on discovering and understanding sound this term. We
have been on a sound walk where we explored the school to find different sounds
and to see where was the loudest! We have also conducted an experiment using
different sound making objects to explore how sound moves through solids, liquids
and gases. In both science and reading we have looked at how the ear works and
allows us to hear the many different sounds in our world.
Our art lessons have also been focusing
on sound and the impact that different
types of music or instrument has on our emotions when we paint. We
started the term by painting while listening to a variety of music types
and produced some very interesting pieces of artwork which we later
used in a musically inspired collage.
We had a wonderful time at the Reindeer Run this year, with us all
donning our antlers and noses to raise money for Chestnut Tree House.
I hope you all have a lovely Christmas and I am looking
forward to seeing everyone next term when our
context will be Sussex Saxons with the key text Beowulf
by Michael Morpurgo.
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Cormorants News
What a term we have had! This term has been filled with some wonderful and exciting moments alongside some
great learning.
Our context this term has been Good Vibrations , which has been focused on sound. Our
first key text this term was The Dam, a picture book written by David Almond. The main
theme of the story was music, which we located throughout the story. We focused upon
the images closely as we found these helpful in developing our descriptive writing skills.
We began by investigating how we can use our senses as
writers to support our description. Next, we revisited the
power of expanded noun phrases and practiced using these
to help describe various scenes from the book. After this, we
generated our own similes to add further descriptions. Our second fiction book was The
Sleeper and the Steeple by Neil Gaimen, which is a reinterpretation of Sleeping Beauty.
To help our understanding of the text we looked at in closely in our reading lessons and
used plenty of drama to help our inference of the story. The drama kings and queens of Cormorant Class where
great! Alongside understanding the complex language and story structure we also learnt how we can break the rules
in writing to come up with our own imaginative endings to fairy tales.
In our reading lessons we have learnt how to interpret the meaning of sentences and we have shown our
understanding through a range of different ways from drawing, drama to written responses. In our phonics lessons
we have started to learn the meanings a range of different
affixes such as dis, mis and in and we have continued to
practice segmenting words into their syllables.
In our maths lessons, we have built upon our place value
knowledge from last term when learning to add and subtract.
We began with working with place value counters and built
towards apply these strategies to complex word problems.
Throughout our Fluency sessions we continued to practice our times tables and we are
growing in confidence with regards to recalling these rapidly.
Our science lessons have focused on learning what sound is and how it travels.
Throughout our learning we have completed several investigations and experiments to
identify how sound vibrations work. We also learnt how to read sound waves and draw
some more. Our context has also extended to our art
lessons where we are looked at how artists have
responded and represented music in their works. Through
these lessons we experimented with different brushstrokes
and painting techniques. In geography we began by identify the physical and human
features of Great Britain and later we compared these to those of Scandinavia. This will
be very helpful next term when we begin to learn about the Anglo
Saxons.
I hope you all have a wonderful Christmas holiday and I look forward to seeing you next term when
our context will be Sussex Saxons, and our key text will be Beowulf by Michael Morpurgo.
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Sharks News
The Year 5 Sharks have had a great Autumn 2 term! Even with two weeks of school closure, we have
covered a lot of interesting subjects.
Our context this term was Fair Trade. We have read two non-fiction texts called ‘Fair Trade’ and ‘Think Fair
Trade’. Our main non-fiction text was ‘Off Side’ by Tom Palmer, which the class has really enjoyed. We
carried this context through to our geography lessons, where we have been learning about what Fair Trade
is and which products are Fair Trade.
In writing we have worked on the skills required to write a letter of persuasion, comparing fiction and nonfiction texts and how to write a newspaper article. We have focused on the use of expanded noun phrases
and prepositional phrases, how to use subordinating conjunctions and the use of paragraphs.
In maths we have built upon our place value knowledge from last term. This includes understanding
thousandths, comparing numbers to three decimal places and rounding to whole numbers or one decimal
place.

For science this term we have been learning about forces. We conducted experiments outside on air
resistance. In French lessons we have been using verbs to extend a description and understanding word
order. We continue to learn to play our ukuleles. We are learning several different songs.
In PE we have had great fun learning Greek style dancing!
Our context next term is earth and space! The main text we will be reading will be ‘The Space We’re In’ by
Katya Balen. We have some very exciting lessons planned!

Have a wonderful break and see you next term. Mrs Au

